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• 0 N E 0 F THE low t frequency modes 
of vibration in quartz is that of a long thin 

bar vibrating in the direction of its length. 
This 1 d to tho early u e of this m,ode in 
constant frequency oscillators and in 
filter where frequencies of the order f 30 
to 100 kc were desir d. Th early bar were 
all X-cut, that is, th face of the bar were 

all parallel to the principal axes of the quartz cry tal. Later de
velopment have shown that rotation of the bar about the X-axis 
permits the choice of special properties with r sulting improved 
performance in certain applications. 

In the past, bars were generally operated at the fundamental fre
qu ncy wh r the length of the bar is on -half wav lengi.h. By hoice 
of the lateral dimensions, the t mp ratur coefficient of frequency 
could be reduced to a small valu , averaging -0.75 parts per million per 
degree Centigrade for th TYPE 676-B bars. The use of adju table 
baffles at the end of the bar greatly reduced the damping cau ed by 

super onic radiation and reduced changes in frequency cau d by 
changes in air pressure. ince there wa only one nodal region, a the 

center of the bar, mounting was omewhat difficult and there was a 

tendency for the bar to twist or di place in the inounting under hock. 

Figure 1. View of the 

Type 1190 Quartz Bar 

with cover removed. The 

bar is suspended in nylon 

filaments held in tension 

by coiled springs. 
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GENERAL RADIO EXPERIME TER 

In the TYPE 1190-A Quartz Bar,1 
operation at the second harmonic, with 
a full wavelength, provides two nodal 
reg-ions o that a much more stable me
chanical arrangement results. Further
more, utilizing quartz of about the same 
lateral dimensions as before, zero tem
p ratur coe:ffici nt of frequency can be 
obtained for a d ired temperature. 
Finally, in a ten ion mounting, the 
mounting conditions can b maintained 
essentially unchanged over long periods, 
resulting in less frequency drift with 
time. 

From the piezoelectric relations and 
the equations of motion, the electrical 
impedance and the equivalent electrical 
circuit can be derived for a bar, either 
plated or unplated. Since pract ically all 
such bars are used with plated elec
trodes, we will consider only that case. 

First we must realize that quartz is 
ani otropic, that is, its properties are 
different in different directions. Second, 

that there are certain axes of ymmetry 
in quartz about which th properties 
repeat. For rotation about any one of 
the three X-axes, the properti s repeat 
every 180 degrees. For rotation about 
the Z-axi , or optic axis, the properties 
repeat every 120 degrees. A familiar 
example of a impl anisotropic material 
is wood, wh re the propertie are differ
ent along and across the grain. 

The six s re - train equations of a 
perfectly anisotropic material involve 36 
elastic constants. Becau e of the reci
procity relationship, the number of 
independent constants reduces to 21. 

ext, applying the considerations of 
symmetry for rotation about any X
axis, in quartz, 8 of the 21 con tants 
become zero. Finally, applying the con
sideration of ymmetry for rotation 
about the Z-axis, one more constant 

1Used in the new TYPE 1100-A Frequency Standards. 
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becomes zero and relationship are 
established betw n other uch that the 
number of independent con tant i 

reduced to ix. 
In general, additional stresse are 

introduced by the piezo lectric ff ct, 
so that the ix general ela ic equation 
are modified by addi ional erm in
volving 18 pi zoelectric coefficients, 
which relate the tr ses with the three 
cmnponent electric fields. Again apply
ing ymmetry conditions , the number of 
independent piezo lectric co :fficients is 
reduced to two. 

If we now consid r an X-cut bar, with 
its length along th Y-axis, the piezo
electric equations reduce to: 

Yv = s12X:i: + s11Yy+ s13Zz (1) 
- S14Yz + d11Ex 

Q:i: = E:r;l(/47r - d11Xx + d11Yy (2) 
- d14Y., 

where: 

Y 11 = longitudinal strain = change in 
length per unit length = dl/l. 

Xx, Y11,Z,. = The three longitudinal stresses 
= force per unit ar a = dynes/cm2. 

Y., = shearing stress = dynes/cm2. 
dn, d14 = piezoelectric constants 

= E U charge/unit area/unit force 
= statcoulombs/cm 2/dyne or 

strain/unit field = cms/statvolt 
E:r: = applied field = voltage gradient 

= statvolts/cm. 
sn, etc. = elastic compliances 

=displacement/dyne = cm2/dyne 
(These are the "zero field" values, 

sometimes written with a super
script E.) 

Q;1: = charge per unit area = stat
coulombs/cm 2• 

K = The "free" dielectric constant 

To simplify these equations, we a sume a bar 
having X and Z dimensions much smaller than 
the length, or Y, dimension, so that we can put 

Xz = Z,. = Y., = 0 (3) 
Equations (1) and (2) then become 

-Y11 = s11Y11 + dnE:r: (4) 
Q"' = E%K/47r + duY11 (5) 

Thi obviously artificial implification 
permits a solution to be obtained for the 
equivalent circuit. inc he 1 ngth di
mension Y is predominant, thi theo
re ical olution will erve a a useful 
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guide in practical cases. It would be 
expected that, as the la eral dimen ion 
X and Z are increased, the departures 
from theory would become inore pro
nounced. These departures are not so 
gr at as to limit the usefuln ss of the 
""implified interpretation until the lateral 
dim nsion reach some 25 per cent of the 
length. 

Equation (1) hows that, in addition 
to the de ired 1 ngthwise (Y) vibration, 
there will be vibrations in the directions 
of the width (Z) and thiclme s (X) ; al o 
there will be a shearing vibration in th 
length-width plane (YZ) . Thi condition 
may be thought of a a principal 
lengthwise vibration of the de ired fre
quency having three other modes of 
vibration coupled to it. The eff cts of 
the other frequencies on the desired 
frequency will dep nd on th values of 
the frequencies (determined by dimen-

ion and properties of the quartz in 
tho e dir ction ) and on the magnitudes 
of th coupling between the di:ff rent 
frequen ie (determined by the proper-
ie of the quartz) . 

In gen ral, if two mode of motion are 
in planes at right angle to each other, 
the oupling i weaker than if the mo
tion ar in th ame plane. Also, if the 
mode of motion are uch as to produce 
similar di placements at the boundaries, 
the oupling between them is much 
grea er than when the boundary di -
placements are di similar. 

In Equation (1), th fr quencie of 
the thickne s (X) and width (Z) longi
tudinal vibrations will be much higher 
than the desir d length (Y) vibration. 
The frequ ncy of the 1 ngth-width (YZ) hear will d creas rapidly a the 
width i incr ased, approaching the 
length (Y) frequency, and the coupl d 
effect become greater. Interpreted in 
this way, the simplification of Equation 
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(1) in o Equation (4) i accomplish d by 
making the coupled frequencie o high 
compared with the lengthwise (Y) fre
quency that their effect are negligible. 

It can be hown that the admittance 
of the cry tal i . . 
i i (6) E = E:cX 

= -jwEzYZ {r K + dr,tan � j 
E:z;X 471" S11 wY 

J
r 

2v 

where vis the velocity of wave propagation in 
quartz. 

Thi consist of tw t rms, r pre ent
ing two branche in the equivalent cir
cuit. The fir t repre ent the capacitance 
C0 of the two electrodes parated by 
the quartz. Th second term could be 
repre ented by the reactance of a trans
mission line. U ually, how ver, the im.
pedance of thi branch is repres nted by 
an indu ance £1 and capacitance C1 
in serie"", re on an a the re"'onant fre
qu n y of th quar z and having a 

Figure 2. Secon dary modes of vibration in the bar. 

The shearin g vibration is excited by the n ormal elec

trode. The second flexural mode is mechan ically ex

cited by the similarity of displacement at the ends. 

The fun damental flexural mode can n ot be excited by 

these electrodes or displacements. 

FUNDAMENTAL Y Z SHEAR MODE 

- ------

-- -----
FUNDAMENTAL FLEXURAL MODE 

I 

SECOND FLEXURAL MODE 
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GENERAL RADIO EXPERIMENTER 

reac ance slope at this frequency equal 
to that of the tangent curve. 

The inductance value can be written 

L === XYZ [ s11 ]2 
1 P 2 2d11Z 

X 9 X 1011 henries (7) 
The effective ma s in the mechanical 

system, of a bar vibrating in the direc
tion of its length, is one-half its actual 
mass. Consequently, in (7) the firEt 
factor represents he effective maE's, or 
mechanical inductance, in the mechani
cal system. The second factor repreeents 
the transformation from the mechanical 
to he electrical system, and, to com
munications engineers, its representa
tion as an electromechanical trans
former with a certain transformation 
ratio is appealing.2 The third factor is 
the conversion from electrostatic to 
practical units. 

Similarly, for the capacitance: 

Ci =� Ys11 [ 2d11Z ]2 7r2 X.Z s11 
1 

farads 
9 x 1011 (8) 

On this basis, the equivalent circuit 
can be drawn as shown in Figure Z. 

If the mechanical elements are ''taken 
through" the ele tromechanical trans
former, we have 

L1 = �y 106.8 henries (9) 

2''Electromechanical Transducers and Wave Filters," 
W. P. Mason, D. Van Nostrand Co., 1942. 

4 

ZY C1 = X 0.00322 X 10-12 farads (10) 

where the din1en. ion X, Y, Z are in 
ems. 

Throughout the above no account has 
been taken of losses in the mechanical 
ystem. Due to factors such as super

sonic radiation, di:::sipation in the mount
ing, and losses in the quartz, a resi tance 
element should be included rn the 
mechanical system. 

For a bar mounted m air, free of 
reflecting obstructions, the greateet en
ergy loss is due to supersonic radiation 
from the ends of the bar. If the smalle t 
dimension is greater than one-half wave
leng;th in air, this loss can be calculated 
as follows: 

At each end of the bar a mechanical 
resistance Rm = (pv) a X Z mechanical 
ohms is effective, where (pv)a is the 
specific radiation resistance of air and 
is equal to 43 mechanical ohms per 
square centimeter. In the mechanical 
system the two ends are in parallel, 
giving an effective resi tance Rm/2. 
Taking this mechanical resistance 
through the electromechanical trans
former, we obtain the electrical equiva
lent 

x Rrad = z 6920 ohms (11) 
The ratio of resonant reactance to 

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of the quartz bar. At the left is shown the equivalent circuit with the electrome

chanical transformation shown as a transformer of ratio 1 :ot>2• If the mechanical quantities are ••taken through" 

the transformer, the electrical equivalent circuit shown at the right results. 

Co Co

I o---------T__, C1 
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resistance, or Q, of the crystal can be 
determined either in the mechanical 
system or the electrical equival nt. In 
the mechanical ystem, the resonant 
mechanical reactance and the m chani
cal resistance are: 

Q = Xm = wRYpXZ m Rm 4(pV)aXZ 

t resonance w Y = 7rVq so that 

Qm = 7r
(pV)

q 4(pv)a 

7r (2.654 x 5.44 x 105) 

4 x 43 
- 26400 

(12) 

(13) 

In the electrical equivalent circuit we 
have from Equations (9) and (11) the 
resonant reactance and resif:tance giving 

Q = 182.5 X 106X/Z = 26400 (14) e 
6920X/Z 

Under these conditions it is seen that 
the Q is independent of the area of the 
ends of the bar, that i , a "thin" bar 
would have the same Q as a compara
tively "fat" bar. Howev r, operation 
under these conditions is of no practical 
interest since reflections would ake 
place from objects near the cry tal, and 
the lo es are unnece sarily high. 

One method of reducing the uper
sonic energy loss and of fixing the con
ditions of reflection near the cry tal is to 
put baffie plates near the ends of the bar 
and adjust the position of the baffies for 
quarter-wave resonance. 

For an X-cut 50-kc bar having the 
dim nsions X = 9.4, Y = 54.4, Z = 7.0 
mm, the resi tan e, when radiating 
freely, would be, from Equation (11), 
9290 ohms. The actual measur d re
si tance would be appreciably higher 
due to the effects of radiation from other 
surfaces, lo ses in the mounting, and the 
effects of coupled modes of mo ion. 

Using properly adjusted baffies, he 
above radiation resistance can be re-
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duced by 90 or 95 per cent, becoming 
about 700 ohm . The actual measured 
resistance und r these conditions would 
be about 2500 ohms, giving a Q of 
98,000. 

These figure indicate that vacuum 
mounting of such a bar will not result 
in an indefinite increase in Q. Here, 
vacuum mounting could at mo t remove 
the residual air-wave lo s at the ends 
(700 ohms) plus a small amount due to 
radiation from other surf aces - perhaps 
800 ohms in all, in the total of 2500 
ohms. This would give a Q of about 
9 ,000 x (2500/1700) = 147,000. 

The residual loss is largely due to 
coupled modes of motion. It can be sub-

tantially altered by orienting the bar. 
While this reduction would be highly 
desirable from the point of view of 
obtaining the greatest po sible Q, oth r 
factors are important, such as in reased 
temperature co :fficient. 

An unexpected effect occurs, a a 
re ult of the YZ h ar vibration, which 
i th excitation of a flexural vibration. 
Thi fl xural vibration cannot be ex-

Figure 4. Showing the relation of the rotation angle, 

e, to the principal axis of the quart%. 

z 

--------- 9-

x 
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GENERAL RADIO EXPERIMENTER 

cited piezoelectrically with the simpl 
electrod tem o far con ider d. A 
mechanical coupling exi t be w n the 

- flexural and hear mod by virtue of 
..,imilar displacements at the boundaries. 
Thi may be visualized as hown in Fig
ure 2. It i evid nt that there i a 
marked imilarity of di plac ment at 
the ends of the bar, for the funda1nental 
hear and the second flexural mode. 

The flexural frequency is gi en by 
km2Z/Y2, wh re the factor m is a com
plica d function of the dim n ion of 
the bar for all bu extremely thin bar . 
An important property, however, is 
eviden - that the flexural frequency 
increases with an increase in Z, or width, 
of th bar. This mode is the only one in 
which the frequency changes in thi 
direction with change of dimenEion. 
When the width Z i made approxi
mately 25 p r cent of the length Y, th 
second flexural fr quency i equal o the 
longi udinal frequency. Becau of th 
comparatively trong oupling, he flexu
ral frequ ncy cau s a mark d di -
turbance of he longitudinal frequency 
and al o cau a large increa e in th 
temp rature coefficient. 

Further investigation of this r gion 
for bar having approximately squar 
cro s- ection ha hown hat th coupled 
circuit effect may be utilized to obtain 
a frequency-t mperature curve in th 

hape of an invert d parabola.3 At one 
temperature, the temp rature-coefficient 
of frequen y i z ro, and changes only 
lowly for temp rature on ither side. 

o far we have indicated a reduction 
in the eff cts of coupled frequencie only 
by making th frequencies very far 
r moved from h de ired frequency, 
accomplished by keeping he lateral 

B"Low Temperature- oefficient Quartz Crystals," W. P. 
Mason, Bell .'i;ystem. Technical .Tournal, XIX, No. 1, 
January, 1940- On page 75, Mason gives the proportions 
for a square bar as 0.272. The bars here described are 
not square. 
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dimen ion f the bar very mall com
pared with he length. 

In Equation (1) it i po-= ible to mak 
c rtain of he ela ti c effi ient zero, by 

uitable orientation of he bar. Equa ion 
(1) i writ en with th particular value 
of the ela ti and piezo lectric oeffi
cient which appl when the hr e di
men ions of he bar ar tak n along th 
three er talloo-raphic axe . 

Inv tigation of the prop r i of 
rota ed bar hows tha for a rotation 
of -1 .5°, the coeffi ient s24 vani hes. 
Thi mean that for thi rotation no 

hearing motion is xcited and, con
equen ly, no fl xural motion will take 

place. Thu two of be disturbing fre
quenc1 are eliminated. Th mo ion 
consic::t of the lon O'itudinal vibration 
de ired, a companied by lateral mo ion 
only. bar cut in this manner i found 
to hav a higher Q than an unrotated 
bar. It ha als · a ub tantially higher 
t mp ra ur co ffi i nt (approxim.ately 
- 24 part p r million per degr e C. 
in tead of - 1 or - 2), which i not too 
troublesome in om application . At 
this angle the Ieng h of the bar i in th 
direction of minimum Young' Modulu 
in th YZ plane. or a given frequ n y 
thi give th hor t bar, ome 6 p r 
cent horter than th unro ated bar. 

At an angle of rotation of +41.5 
d gr , no only i the coefficient s24 
z ro, but al o s23. The co ffi ient sb 
i mu h maller than in the two previous 
cases. In this ase a n arly pur longi
tudinal vibration is ob ained, with a 
small later l m ion in he X-direction 
only." A ub tan.tially hio·her Q i ob
tained but at th expen e of a high 
temp ra ur co ffici nt, approxim.ately 
- 77 parts per million per degree . At 
this angle the 1 ngth of the bar is very 

4"Some Experimental Studies of the Vibrations of Quartz 
Platefl," R. B. Wright and D. M. Stuart, Research Paper 
No. 356, U. . Bureau of tandards. 
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o· so• 75• 

/ 
I �RT PER MILLION 
PER DEGREE C. AT 
THESE POINTS 

Figure 5. Plot of the change in frequency with the 

temperature for a Type 1190-A Que1rtz: Bar. 

nearly in the direc ion of maximum 
Young' Modulu in the YZ plane, giv
ing very nearly the greate t leng'th for a 
bar of given fre uency, some 30 per 
cent longer than the unro ated bar. 

The imple theory outlined above is 
not adequate to handle th case of bars 
the lateral dim.en ion of which ar 
appreciable compared with the l ng'th. 

MARCH-APRIL, 1 948 

In general, experiment shows that the 
Q of bar who e lateral dim n ions are 
of the ord r of 25 per c nt of the length 
i somewhat greater and that h t m
perature coefficient can be mad zero at 
a particular temperature. The bar de-

cribed above for 50-kc fundamental 
operation can be operated in the second 
harmonic mode at 100 kc, hereby 
bringing the ratio of dimensions into the 
range givino· low temperature coefficient, 
without using more quartz. B cau e of 
the mode of vibration, two nodal 
r gions are obtained instead of one, 
making for a mu b better in chanical 
mounting with support at two point . 

value of Q of 170,000 can be obtained, 
in a thread- usp n ion mounting with 
baffle , of the ype hown in the photo
graph of Figure 1. 

- J. K. CLAPP 

THE NEW ELECTRICAL UNITS 
The change from t.he old "interna

tional" units to the n w "absolute" 
unit , which took place on January 1, 
1948, was described under the �bove 
title in the General Radio Experimenter 
for July-Augu t, 1947. Thi change in
volve a revaluation of the unit of 
re istance, inductance, and capacitance 
as given in the following tabl : 

1 international ohxn = 1.000495 abs. ohxns 
1 international henry = 1.000495 abs. henries 
1 international farad = . 999505 abs. farad 

To convert the values of existing stand
ards to the new unit , the pre ent values 
should be multiplied by these factor . 
To adjust an existing standard to have 
its marked valu in the new unit , a 
re i tor or inductor is decreased in value 
by 0.0495 per cent, while a capacitor is 
increased in valu by 0.0495 per cent. 

All instrument now being manu
factured, together with all of their com
ponents, are adjusted and calibrated in 
terms of the new unit . The difference 
between the old and new units is of 
importance only when the accuracy 
limits are 0.Lper cent and 0.25 p r c nt. 
In this accuracy cla sification there are 
12 types of General Radio instruments 
and components, as hown in the ac
companying table. All of these sold after 
the approximate date given in the 
table will be calibrated in absolut units 
and will be marked with the abbrevia
tion "abs." placed after or near the unit 
in which the instrum nt i calibrated. 
The pread in these dates from F bruary 
15 to May 1 ha been caused by the fa t 
that order for parts for a production 
lot of in truments must be placed many 
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months ahead of the final delivery to 
sales stock. It was necessary in such 
items as resi tance units, which are 
manufactured in lots of everal thousand 
and are used in almost all of this group 
of instruments, to arrange that all old 
"international" units be used up at 
about the same time and that new "abso
lute" units be then available. 

New instruments with type numbers 
of 1000 and above and new components 
which may have type numbers below 
1000 will not be marked "abs.", even 
though so calibrated. 

Type Resistors Date 

500 Resistor ..................... April 15 
510 Decade Resistance Unit ....... May 1 
602 Decade Resistance Box ........ May 1 
654 Decade Voltage Divider .. ..... May 1 
668 Compensated Decade Resistance 

Unit ...................... Feb. 15 
670 Compensated Decade Resistor .. Feb. 15 

Capac:itors 

8 

722 Precision Condenser .......... April 15 
509 Standard Condenser ....... ... March 15 

lnduc:tors 

106 Standard Inductance ...... .... March 15 

Bridges 

716 Capacitance Bridge ........... March 15 
821 Twin-T Impedance Measuring 

Circuit ............. ... .... May 1 
667 Inductance Bridge ............ March 1 

READJUSTMENT OF OLD INSTRUMENTS 
The difference of approximately 0.05 

per cen between the old and the new 
units will be of little importance for 
much ordinary measurements work. On 
the other hand, in measurements where 
an accuracy approaching 0.1 per cent is 
desired, allowance for the difference 

between the two sy terns of units should 
be made. It is possible to readjust or 
recalibrate bridges and impedance stand
ards in the absolute system of units, and 
our Service Department will quote 
prices upon request. 

- ROBERT F. FIELD 

MIS CELLANY 
Dr. M. A. El Said, Senior Lecturer at 

Fouad I University, Cairo, Egypt, at the 
request of the General Radio Company, 
visited the plant during January and 
February to demonstrate new electronic 
circuits particularly adapted to obtain
ing products and quotients of electrical 
voltages. One of these circuits is now 
under development for use in an elec
tronic wattmeter. 

The quartz bar illustrated in the 
article by J. K. Clapp is u ed in the new 
General Radio TYPE 1100-A Frequency 
Standard. Two models of this tandard, 
the TYPE 1100-AP Primary Standard 
and the TYPE 1100-AQ Secondary 
Standard, are now in production and 
will be described in an early i sue of 
the Experimenter. 
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